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 Hank Zarihs Associates
 Providing Funding Solutions for Success
 Hank Zarihs Associates are experienced financial intermediaries specialising in development and investment funding. We have the experience and expertise required to present your project in a format which will satisfy the lending institutions credit committees. Before we take a project forward we conduct due diligence which enables us to select the most appropriate lender for each project.
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 APPLY NOW 
 Call Us : +44 (0) 20 3889 4403 
 Enquire Now! 
 Bridging Loan Calculator 




 




our services

Our core focus is offering fast solutions, financial products that deliver results, and the highest of service levels.
 If you would like to find out more please contact us to discuss your funding requirements.
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 Auction Finance

  
 
 	Funding agreed in minutes
	Unmortgageable property
	No proof of income
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 Bridging Finance

  
 
 	Lending up to 80% LTV
	No exits fees
	All asset classes
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 DEVELOPMENT Finance

  
 
 	Ground up and conversions
	100% of construction cost
	90% loan to cost
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 TERM LOANS

  
 
 	Whole blocks
	HMO portfolio
	All asset classes
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 Second Charge Finance

  
 
 	Loans up to 70% LTV
	Rates from 8.99% Pa
	Low Exit Fees
	Loans from £250,000 to £10m
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 Equity & jV funding

  
 
 	To purchase residential or
 commercial property quickly
 from an auction

 













Our finance specialists
Meet Our Team


Shiraz KhanTitle

Managing director






Anthony FiguradoTitle

Head of Bridging Finance
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We Are Here To Help Fund Your Next Project!
Book a call today

Please Fill In The Form Below And We Will Make Contact!
 

Would you like to Discuss what options are available?
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550+

  Happy Clients


£850M

 In deals funded
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Our four step simple sales process
our sales process
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       Confused about finance?
        CALL & DISCUSS YOUR ENQUIRY
       Call us today to discuss your enquiry.  We'll find out what product is suited to your needs - we just need 5 mins of your time.
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       Receive terms from our lenders
        Compare  different offers
       Once we've received terms from our select panel of lenders, We'll inform you of the options you have and then you'll let us know which offer to proceed with.
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       We will package your application
        submit relevant supporting document
       Once you've selected the perfect lender, we'll go ahead and package the application on your behalf, making it a seamless and easy process. We'll then instruct valuation and legals on the same day.
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       After the valuation, the case will formally be submitted
        GET your finance - funds available to draw
       Once the case has been submitted and the valuation report is back the case will be formally offered and funds can be made available to drawdown, subject to the legal due diligence being complete – From start to finish, we can have deals ready in as little as 7 working days.  
Call us today!!
 
   
    




 




Calculate your bridging loan
BRIDGING LOAN CALCULATOR


  
    	  		  			  				  					  						  							  								  									[image: Hank Zarihs Associates | Home]  									Input
   								
  							
  							  								Select Property Type
  								  									  										  										Residential  									  									  										  										Semi-Commercial  									  									  										  										Commercial  									  									  										  										Land  									  									  										  										Other  									  								
  								
  								  									Property Price
  									  										  										  										£  									
			  									  										£ 1000  										£ 100,000,000  									
							  								
  								  										Term (Month)
  									  										  										  										Months  									
			  									  										01 Month  										60 Months  									
							  								
  								Calculate Loan Now  							
  						
  						  							  								  									Manual Calculation
          									  										  										  											  											  										  									
  								
	  							
  							  								LTV (%)
  								  									  									  									%  								
			  								  									1%  									100%  								
							  							
  							  								Rate (%)
  								  									  									  									%  								
			  								  									1%  									100%  								
							  							
  							  								Lender Fee (%)
  								  									  									  									%  								
			  								  									1%  									2%  								
							  							
						  							  								Exit Fee (%)
  								  									  									  									%  								
			  								  									1%  									100%  								
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  				  					  					 I accept terms and conditions.  				
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What is Bridging Finance?
Bridging Finance & How does it work?


                		             Bridging Finance Home
		 			  				  					 				  					What is bridging finance & how does it work?  				
	 			
 			 				You may have heard about bridging loans in the context of property investment or moving house, but what exactly are they? Basically, bridging finance is a type of short-term loan that allows a buyer to purchase a property before their existing home or investment property is sold. As the name suggests, it ‘bridges’ the funding gap in the lag between purchase and sale – offering rapid access to the necessary purchase funds for a brief period of time.
 Borrowers can access from £5,000 to £250 million, depending on applicant status, the value of the property and other lender criteria. Higher lending amounts are typically reserved for borrowers who can put up several properties as security. Quotes are provided on a Loan to Value (LTV) of 65%-80% in most situations.
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  				 			  				  					 				  					What are the typical uses of bridging loans?  				
	 			
 			 				Bridging loans can be used in a number of situations. For example:
    1.  When people are moving home in a chain, with a gap between completion dates (e.g. needing to pay for the new property before receiving funds on the completed old property).
     2. When property investors or private buyers renovate a home and want a rapid sell-on.
     3. When an individual is looking to buy a property at an auction.
     4. When property investors and developers are looking to pay a tax bill
     5. When buyers want to secure finance against an uninhabitable property.
 This type of finance can be used by homeowners, landlords and property developers alike.
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  				 			  				  					 				  					Are bridging loans a good idea?  				
	 			
 			 				The bridging finance market has grown rapidly, with a number of small and focused lenders now on the market, catering for specialist property finance needs. The market has changed because large high-street lenders have become less willing (and sometimes less able) to lend ever since the financial crisis of 2008.
 As to whether a bridging loan for property development, auction purchase or private home buying is a good idea, it depends on a variety of factors. Bridging loan requirements vary by lender, but each will have certain common features that need to be considered.
 The most notable feature of this type of finance is that the interest rate is likely to be high. At the same time, there are typically high administration fees applied to the loan. Because of this, it is essential to proceed very carefully and with a full view of the facts. Borrowers have been burned by this type of loan in the past, in instances where transactions have fallen through, or where lenders have turned out to be unscrupulous and untrustworthy.
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  				 			  				  					 				  					What are the various pros and cons of bridging finance?  				
	 			
 			 				Benefits of instant bridging loans
     1. Rapid access to money
     2. Ability to borrow large sums – often up to £250 million depending on applicant status
     3. Options for flexible borrowing.
 Possible downsides of bridging loans:
     1. Failure to understand the unique features of these loans can result in financial risk
     2. Bridging finance is secured against your property; meaning it can be sold if you can’t meet the repayment terms
     3. A costly option with fees and higher interest
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  				 			  				  					 				  					What is the interest rate on a bridging loan?  				
	 			
 			 				Bridging finance interest rates will vary by lender. However, interest costs of 1.5% a month are not unusual, which can equate to an annual percentage rate of 18%.
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  				 			  				  					 				  					Fixed or variable rate?  				
	 			
 			 				Bridging loans may have fixed or variable interest rate features. Fixed interest rates are ideal for customers who want stability, as they offer the same amount of interest for the duration of the term. The rate is pre-agreed, but there may be a premium for this security.
 The other choice is to have a variable rate bridging loan which can change with the base rate. However, you can save money if the base rate decreases. Borrowers who are less concerned about security sometimes prefer the variable rate option if they believe that the financial markets will travel in their favour. Knowledge and market insight is required here, along with a thorough understanding of personal risk tolerance. If interest rates appear to be rising, most customers will choose the fixed interest rate to lock it in and avoid further increases in the event of a base rate rise.
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  				 			  				  					 				  					Repaying interest on a bridging loan?  				
	 			
 			 				Bridging loan periods tend to be for several months and there are usually different options for paying the interest portion.
 Monthly repayments
 The customer repays the interest every month as a separate payment, rather than adding it to the outstanding balance
 Rolled-up bridging finance deals
 The compound interest is calculated monthly but added to the outstanding loan balance and paid together when repayment is due.
 Retained interest
 The monthly interest payment due is covered up to a predefined date so that the full sum is only repaid when monies are due.
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  				 			  				  					 				  					Fees and other costs?  				
	 			
 			 				As well as interest payments, there will be an arrangement fee for the set-up of the bridging loan, which is usually around 1-2%. A repayment fee for exit paperwork may also apply, along with valuation fees for the cost of the surveyor.
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  				 			  				  					 				  					How long can you have a bridging loan for?  				
	 			
 			 				Remember, this type of finance is designed to be short-term. As soon as it extends beyond the agreed interim or bridging period, penalties can rapidly stack up. Typically, bridging finance is available for 1 – 18 months.
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  				 			  				  					 				  					Are there different types of bridging loan?  				
	 			
 			 				Yes, there are two broad types: closed bridging finance and open bridging finance.
 With closed bridging finance you will tell the lender how you will repay the loan – with what funds and when. These loans usually complete within a few months and the clear exit plan is required as a lending condition.
 Open bridge finance won’t usually need this type of exit plan, and it is typically the loan of choice when funds are needed urgently to complete a property transaction. No detailed plan is needed to explain how the debt will be settled, and the finance tends to be offered for up to a year. Of course, it’s important to note that interest will keep being applied throughout this period.
 There are also first charge bridging loans and second charge bridging loans.
 If you have a loan against a property which is already mortgaged, you’d take out a second charge loan. An example of this would be if you were planning to finance a property extension to improve the property. The categorisation tells the lenders who will have legal priority for repayment if the loan was unable to be paid off at the term-end.
 First charge loans apply if the new loan is the first secured on the property.
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  				 			  				  					 				  					Can I get a bridging loan?  				
	 			
 			 				Bridging loan requirements will depend on the lender. Often, lenders will require that:
 Customers must also take out their property mortgage with them too, providing the bridge finance as an interim measure before the standard mortgage comes into play.
 Property is put forward as security against the loan. Some lenders expect applicants to have more than one property in order to be eligible for their bridging finance products, but this will depend on the lender and the size of the loan.
 Applicants show proof of income – although, interestingly, as loan interest isn’t repaid monthly, some lenders do not request this.
 The applicant shows evidence of their property investment track record if they are planning to develop their purchased property.
 The applicant can show a business plan if they are using the bridging loan for commercial purposes.
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  				 			  				  					 				  					What are the alternatives to bridging loans?  				
	 			
 			 				Development loans are another type of short-term property development loan. They are repaid in stages and calculated on the gross value of the development. Personal loans are another option, as are remortgages when timescales are more flexible and a long-term loan is desirable.
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  				 			  				  					 				  					Tips for success when applying for instant bridging loans?  				
	 			
 			 				    Use a bridge loan calculator
     Ask for your lender to provide a tailored bridge finance example or illustration around your particular borrowing needs.
     Think carefully about the type of bridging loan that you need – whether open bridge finance or closed bridge finance.
     Know whether the loan is a first or second charge type.
     Clarify whether the interest rate is fixed or variable.
     Review products from several lenders.
     Be clear on your security.
     Read the small print!
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  				 			  				  					 				  					Who provides bridging finance?  				
	 			
 			 				Bridging loans are offered by banks, building societies, specialist lenders and brokers. They aren’t widely advertised and usually require a direct application by the customer to find out the product features and offers.
 Once you have made an application, a decision will usually be made within 24 hours. The funds then will take around two weeks to be issued, including time for checks to be carried out, the valuation and the actual transfer.
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  				 			  				  					 				  					Keen to find out more?  				
	 			
 			 				Hank Zarihs are highly experienced and specialist financial intermediaries operating in the property development market. We work with a tried and tested panel of over 60 trusted lenders and can provide excellent bridging finance with attractive features. Contact us to find out more.
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Recent News & Update
Hank Zarihs Associates NEWS
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Shiraz Khan2024-03-30T01:46:15+00:00Liverpool to speed up regeneration with its own development corporation
Shiraz Khan2024-03-30T01:46:15+00:00March 30, 2024|
Liverpool has unveiled ambitious plans to repurpose old sites and develop new housing to serve those working in its emerging industries such as life sciences and IT. It is the first city to set up [...]
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Shiraz Khan2024-03-30T01:42:07+00:00Labour’s shadow chancellor Rachel Reeves promises to focus on planning reform
Shiraz Khan2024-03-30T01:42:07+00:00March 30, 2024|
Shadow chancellor Rachel Reeves’ pledge to reform planning and bring back mandatory local authority housing delivery targets has received the thumbs up from housebuilders. Ms Reeves Mais described the planning system as “the single greatest [...]






Areas We Cover
Areas We Have Helped Clients



  Birmingham  Bournemouth  Brighton  Bristol  Cardiff  Coventry  Derby  Edinburgh  Glasgow  Leeds  Leicester  Liverpool  London  Manchester  Middlesbrough  Newcastle  Northampton  Poole  Portsmouth  Plymouth  Reading  Sheffield  Southampton  Stoke  Wolverhampton 




 							
 												
 	     						 					
   				      
	 	 	 			 			  	  	  		Total Deals Arranged  	
	  	
    	  	  		  	£ 730,500,000	  	
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  Hank Zarihs Associates is a trading name of Hank Zarihs Associates Limited
  We are a broker, not a lender

Contact Info


 		 							Hank Zarihs Associates Limited is registered at Companies House. Our company register number is 10256903 and our company registered address is 2nd Floor North Park House, the Precinct, High Road, Broxbourne, EN10 7HY
 			 			 							Mobile: +44 (0) 20 3889 4403
 			 			 												Email: contact@hankzarihs.com
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